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As the church bells get ready to chime in another

vacation real estate in Mexico. Add to this a

new year, the time has never been better to buy

massive number of overseas property owners

real estate in Mexico.

already in Mexico and a solid legal framework and

2009 has been an interesting year (to say the

you can see Mexico is one of the safest high

least!) for global financial markets and investors,

growth markets in the world to invest in.

but one positive aspect to come out of the crisis is

3) Growth in Mortgage Loans

that many investment property opportunities are

The end of 2009 has seen massive money raising

now ripe for the picking in Mexico.

in mortgage-backed securities and predictions of a

Let's take look at 10 good reasons why you should

boom in Mexico mortgage lending. This means a

consider buying real estate in Mexico in 2010:

huge flow of liquidity is likely to hit real estate in

1) Emerging Markets are in Fashion

Mexico in 2010, bringing with it a buying flurry.

Take a look at which countries the smart
institutional investors are putting their money into
now and you'll find that "emerging market
economies" - traditionally poorer countries with

Economics 101 tells us that when demand
outweighs supply prices go up. Buy real estate in
Mexico in 2010 and wait to watch the value rise
rapidly.

great growth prospects - are the latest fashion.

4) Government Investment in Infrastructure

Brazil and South Korea are popular, but Mexico

Despite having to tighten public spending in 2009

top the list, partly due to it's proximity to the

like all countries around the world, in Mexico

United States. The reason it's in fashion? Because

massive investment is still being made in

the savvy investors know it has massive potential

infrastructure, particularly around the tourist

for growth as the world starts to bounce back from

zones. A new international airport is planned in

recession.

the Riviera Maya, a huge new sea port is in the

2) Secure and Stable Investment Environment

offing on the Pacific coast and there are hundreds,

While the less wise might be put off by
sensational headlines about drug trafficking
problems along the U.S. border, the smarter ones
amongst us know that the problem is isolated to
certain areas and has no direct effect on tourism or

if not thousands, of smaller projects underway to
improve

highways

and

transport.

Improved

infrastructure boosts the prices of real estate in
Mexico. Buy early in 2010 while they're still low
and you'll have a huge smile on your face at the

